We report an unconventional oscillatory tunnel magnetoresistance as a function of the applied bias in double barrier magnetic tunnel junctions that were made of two Al 2 O 3 barriers sandwiched by three ferromagnetic layers. When the center ferromagnetic layer is aligned antiparallel to the top and bottom magnetic layers, a distinct magnetoresistance oscillation appears with respect to the increase of the bias voltage at 4.2 K and at room temperature. The period of the oscillation is about 1.6 mV.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the high tunnel magnetoresistance ͑TMR͒ at room temperature ͑RT͒ was discovered a decade ago, 1,2 the quality of tunnel junctions continues to improve. Recently, very large TMR values have been achieved in several systems due to much improved interface morphology between the barrier and electrodes by using various materials combinations. [3] [4] [5] These advances will not only accelerate the development of magnetic random access memory ͑MRAM͒ and magnetic reading heads, but also open a door to fabricate a more complicated system, e.g., double barrier magnetic tunnel junctions ͑DBMTJs͒, to further study physics of spin-dependent tunneling. In a DBMTJ, the center metal layer, magnetic or nonmagnetic, is confined by two high potential barriers, and thus one might expect ͑1͒ formation of the quantum well states and ͑2͒ resonant tunneling if the bias voltage matches with the energy of the quantum well states. To observe these effects, the DBMTJ must be of an extremely high quality. Otherwise the above effects will be washed away due to interface roughness and impurity scattering. In semiconductor heterostructure, the resonant tunneling has become one of the standard tools in probing electronic structure of the materials. However, for the DBMTJ, experiments had failed to observe coherent tunneling up till now although considerable progress on both theoretical and experimental studies had been performed. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Our recent success 13 on the fabrication of high quality MTJs prompts us to grow smoother interfaces of the DBMTJs so that we intend to address these interesting phenomena with our improved MTJs.
In this paper, we report an unusual magnetotransport phenomenon observed in the DBMTJ. We have found that the conductance ͑resistance R AP ͒ for the antiparallel aligned state, i.e., the magnetization of the center ͑free͒ magnetic layer is antiparallel to the magnetization of the two outer ͑pinned͒ magnetic layers, shows distinct oscillations with respect to the applied bias voltage. However, for the parallel aligned state, no conductance ͑resistance R P ͒ oscillation is observed. This feature can not be simply attributed to the resonant tunneling in the antiparallel state. In fact, we will show that the resonant model fails to capture the main characteristics of our data. We have proposed a model involving spin accumulation induced magnon assisted tunneling. However, we point out that the quantitative explanation requires a novel theory beyond a simple elastic resonant tunneling.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The DBMTJs with a complete layering sequence 22 Mn 78 ͑12͒ were antiferromagnetic layers which supply exchange bias fields to the outer magnetic layers. The multilayers were deposited at a base pressure below 5 ϫ 10 −7 Pa without breaking vacuum. An in-plane magnetic field of 100 Oe was applied during the growth to define the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the magnetic layers. The sputtering pressure with Ar gas was 0.07 Pa. The Al 2 O 3 barrier was formed by inductively coupled plasma ͑ICP͒ oxidizing 1 nm Al-layer with an oxidation time of 55 s in a mixture of oxygen and argon at a pressure of 1.0 Pa in a separate plasma oxidation chamber. The ellipse shaped DBMTJs with the junction area of ϫ 3 ϫ 6 m 2 were formed by photolithography and Ar-ion etching techniques. 12 All the microfabrication processes were done in a clean room. The quality of the layered structure was examined by cross-sectional high resolution transmission electron microscopy ͑HRTEM͒ image combined with the magnetoelectric transport analysis. The magnetic properties were characterized by the Physical Properties Measurement System ͑Model PPMS-14T͒ made in American Quantum Design and also the transport properties were measured via a four-probe method. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional HRTEM image of a typical DBMTJ. Both parallel Al-O tunnel barriers display an amorphous structure and no pinhole defects were spotted across the sample. The thickness of each barrier is estimated to be between 1.1 and 1.3 nm; this is near to the generic Al deposition thickness of 1.0 nm. The interface roughness is correlated for both tunnel barriers. The bottom barrier seems smoother than the top barrier to some extent. By comparing the HRTEM images for the as-deposited and annealed samples ͑see below for the annealing conditions͒, we find that annealing promotes the smoothing of the roughness and the properly annealed samples have larger TMR values.
In order to exactly determine the switching field and the component of magnetization for each magnetic layer, besides of the same DBMTJ film, other MTJ films with the similar layer structures of Ru͑5͒/Cu͑30͒/Ru͑15͒/Ir 22 were also deposited on the Si/ SiO 2 wafer using the same experimental conditions. Then the magnetization versus the magnetic field curves of the such MTJ films were measured separately using a vibrating sample method ͑VSM, DMS MODEL 4 HF, made in American ADE Company͒. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the normalized magnetization versus the magnetic field curves of the same DBMTJ film measured separately using the VSM before patterning in order to confirm the existence of the AP and P states. It can ͑4͒, we observed experimentally the ferromagnetic coupling across the Ru layers. However, this coupling does not affect the parallel and antiparallel configurations between the free layer and two top and bottom pinned layers as appeared in the forth and back magnetization shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . It is also noted that the switching field for the two top and bottom artificial pinned layers at the as-deposited state had almost same value, whereas different switching fields appeared upon annealing as seen from two steps in the loop for the annealed sample. The annealing may cause a change in the grain size, textures, and interface roughness.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
14 The patterning can also change the switching characteristics. Thus it is not be surprised that the resistance peaks shown in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒ are not exactly the AF aligned state measured in the hysteresis loop of un-patterned films.
The DBMTJ samples reported below were annealed for an hour at 533 K. During the annealing, a magnetic field of 1 kOe was applied in the easy axis direction. Since the annealing temperature is close to the Blocking temperature of Ir-Mn, 15 the applied field sets the direction of the exchange bias. We found the exchange bias H E is about 170 Oe at 4.2 K and 100 Oe at room temperature for both top and bottom electrodes. Figures 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒ are typical results on the TMR versus the magnetic field measured at RT and 4.2 K for the patterned DBMTJ samples after annealing. At a large negative magnetic field, the magnetization of three magnetic layers is aligned along the direction of the magnetic field. In this case, the tunnel resistance is minimum and we denote it as R P . When the magnetic field increases to a certain positive value, the middle free magnetic layer begins to reverse its direction while both top and bottom artificially pinned ͑outer͒ layers remained their original direction, i.e., the magnetization of the middle free layer is now oriented antiparallel to the magnetization of the two outer layers. In this case, the resistance of the DBMTJ is maximum and we define it as R AP . Since the exchange bias field for the top and the bottom artificial pinned layers is approximately same, the further increase of the magnetic field reverses the magnetization of the two outer layers and the resistance is back to minimum where all three magnetic layers are aligned parallel. If we define the ratio of the tunnel magnetoresistance R = ͑R AP − R P ͒ / R P , we find the TMR ratio is about 41% at 4.2 K and 29.4% at RT. If we re-tracked the resistance from the large positive field to the large negative field in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒, we noticed that the resistance peak was much smaller. It was indicating that the perfect antiparallel alignment was not achieved in the reversed magnetic field cycle due to the inconsistent domain switching for the free layer and both the top and bottom artificially pinned layers in the patterned DBMTJs. Figure 3 shows the bias voltage, differential conductance dI / dV, the tunnel resistance R = V / I and the TMR ratio versus bias current curves at 4.2 K when both the positive and negative bias current were applied from 4 to 50 A. The polarity of the current is defined as positive when the current flows from the top to the bottom layers of the DBMTJ. To establish I-V characteristics for the P and AP configurations separately, we measured a hysteresis loop as in Fig. 2͑c͒ for each bias current ͑voltage͒ and determined the maximum and minimum resistances for each loop at a fixed current density. Therefore, there were more than 150 magneto-resistance versus magnetic field curves which were continuously measured by PPMS in order to deduced the data shown in Figs. 3͑a͒,  3͑c͒ , and 3͑d͒. The salient feature shown in the Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒ is that R AP and TMR show a strong oscillation with respect to the bias current in the AP configuration. To further confirm the magnetoresistance oscillation phenomenon, the conductance dI / dV versus I or V curves were deduced by differentiating the I-V curves which also showed the oscillations clearly. The period of the oscillation is about 5A at low temperature. On the other hand, there is no visible oscillation in the P configuration at all. Thus, the oscillation of the TMR ratio, Fig. 3͑d͒ , was solely from the oscillation of the resistance in AP states.
Also, when we reverse the polarity of the current, the similar features are seen, although the amplitude and the phase of the oscillation is slightly different from that for the positively biased current, possibly due to asymmetric microstructure of the two barriers. It has been known that the I-V is typically asymmetric for MTJs. Figure 4 shows the similar behavior for the bias voltage dependence of the differential conductance dI / dV, tunnel resistance R and TMR ratio at 4.2 K for the same patterned DBMTJ because the bias current versus voltage and vice versa have a linear relation in smaller measurement range. The period of the oscillation is about 1.6 mV at low temperature.
The above oscillatory behavior for the AP configuration remains evident at RT, but the amplitude of the oscillation is smaller ͑data not shown͒.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
These data call for a new interpretation of the spindependent tunneling in the DBMTJ. Before we present our argument on why the observed data are novel, we point out that the above oscillatory magnetoresistance can not be caused by the variation of the domain structure of the magnetic layers. We have noticed that the peak resistance shown in Fig. 2 may not represent the perfect antiferromagnetic state, i.e., it is possible that the magnetization of the middle layer is not completely antiparallel to the magnetization of the electrodes and the middle layer may not be in a single domain state. However, the question here is that how the domain pattern possibly changes with respect to the applied current in a periodic manner shown in the resistance measurement? If we estimate the magnetic field generated by a 5 A current, we find the maximum value is only about a fraction of Oe. Such a small field would not affect the domain structure of the DBMTJ in any significant way. Furthermore, there is no mechanisms for the current-induced field to generate a periodic change of the magnetization patterns. Thus, the observed effect must be associated with a spindependent tunneling mechanism in the DBMTJ.
At this point, we want to compare our results with previous oscillatory tunnel magnetoresistance in other related systems. Nakajima et al. investigated a structure where they used Co 80 Pt 20 particles in place of our middle magnetic layer. 16 In this case, the electron from the left electrode tunnels into the Co 80 Pt 20 particles and subsequently tunnels to the right electrode. Due to finite size of Co 80 Pt 20 particles, the tunneling is prohibited if the energy of the tunnel electron is smaller than the charging energy of the particle; this phenomenon is known as the Coulomb blockade. Indeed, they observed a threshold voltage as well as conductance oscillations when the voltage increased from one integer multiple of the Coulomb blockage energy to another. The effect was well explained by the discrete charging effect. 17, 18 However, this explanation does not apply to our case: ͑1͒ The charge effect would be equally applicable to P and AP configurations, and yet we observed the oscillation in the AP but not P states, and ͑2͒ our middle layer is a continuous layer as shown in our cross-section TEM and thus the charging energy would negligibly small ͑below 1 eV for our size of the middle layer͒.
An appealing mechanism is the resonant tunneling. Yuasa et al. had studied a careful MBE prepared structure consisted of a Co/Al 2 O 3 / Cu/ Co stack where the quantum well state of the Cu layer is responsible for their observed resonant tunneling. 19 The tunnel magnetoresistance is an oscillatory function of the Cu layer thickness, indicating the density of states is a periodic function of the thickness of the Cu layer. The TMR also varies with the applied bias, but the variation occurs at much larger voltage scales of the order of a fraction of a volt. In our case, the period of oscillations is only 1.6 mV and we have not tested oscillations for a different thickness of the middle layer. Furthermore, the oscillation in their experiments appeared in both P and AP configurations because both spin up and down channel participates tunneling. Therefore, our data are clearly beyond the mechanism of the above resonant tunneling: ͑1͒ If we assume the formation of the quantum well states in the middle in one of the spin channel, e.g., the minority channel, the majority electrons in the electrodes would establish a resonant tunneling in the AP configuration while the minority electrons would also participate a resonant tunneling in the P configuration. The fact that we did not observe any oscillatory feature in the P state rules out the existence of these resonant states. ͑2͒ The observed period of the oscillation, 1.6 mV, is too small to account for the energy level spacing of the quantum well state. For the middle layer thickness of 40 Å, the energy level spacing from the simple estimation of "the particle-in-the-box" is at least an order of magnitude larger. ͑3͒ To obtain the resonant transmission across the double layers, the tunnel time should be smaller than the electron relaxation time in the middle layer. This resonant condition is unlikely met in our case.
We propose that the effect may involve additional inelastic scattering mechanisms, more specifically, spin wave emissions in the middle ferromagnetic layer. In a single barrier MTJ, the spin accumulation at the two sides of the electrodes contributes very little to the resistance because the barrier resistance is much larger than the spin accumulation induced resistance. 20 In the DBMTJ, the spin accumulation in the middle ferromagnetic layer would not contribute to the tunneling if one views the DBMTJ as two single barrier MTJ in series. However, an assisted tunnel might occur if the spin accumulation can generate magnons or spin waves in the middle layer, because these excitations may assist the electron tunneled from the first barrier to tunnel through the second barrier. The magnon assisted tunneling has already been estimated 21 in the study of the temperature and voltage dependence of the TMR. Let us now consider that the middle magnetic layer is antiparallel to the electrodes. The spin direction of the nonequilibrium spin accumulation in the middle layer ͑tunneling from the electrodes͒ would be antiparallel to the local magnetization of the middle layer. When the spin accumulation which is proportional to the applied voltage bias exceeds a critical value such that the difference of the chemical potentials between spin-up and down channels is larger than the threshold of the spin wave gap, typically about 1 meV, magnons can be generated and the magnon-assisted tunneling will contribute to the tunnel conductance. In the P state, the spin accumulation is parallel to the local moment and thus the spin wave emission is prohibited by the spin angular momentum conservation, i.e., the magnon-assisted tunneling is suppressed. Our proposed mechanism is similar to Berger's proposal on the currentinduced spin wave emissions. 22 While the above suggestion provides a plausible explanation to our data and there are several calculations, e.g., by Stein et al., 10 on the spin accumulation, a much refined theory is needed in order to quantitatively explain our observed results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have successfully microfabricated the DBMTJs with a free magnetic layer sandwiched by two barriers and two exchange biased outer magnetic layers. We have observed a novel resistance oscillation when the magnetization of the free layer is antiparallel to the pinned layers. It seems the observed phenomenon is not originated from simple resonant tunneling, rather it calls for a new insight into the unconventional spin-dependent tunneling mechanism.
